
Advanced Dynamics in Astronomy:
The Plutonian Course Project

Return the project to the course assistant by midday 30.04.2019 before the Finnish Vappu celebra-
tion begins. The project is worth of 1/3 exercise points of the whole course.

The project consists of the following tasks:

1. Code two numerical integrators for the gravitational N-body problem (the Sun and the or-
biting (dwarf-)planets in this case) with your favourite programming language. However, C,
C++ or Fortran are recommended as the orbital integrations are quite long. One of the
integrators should be a leapfrog, the other may be the RK4, a Hermite integrator etc. Code
the program in a modular manner so that the integrator can easily be selected by the user.

2. Program a code that calculates the orbital elemets (for example, a, e, i, $,
, M) of a body
when its position and velocity vectors are known.

3. Solve problem 15 from chapter 7 of the course material (given below) using both the integra-
tors. Compare the performance of the integrators. Are there di�erences? If yes, which one is
better? Why?

4. Return the programs (and short instructions for their use) as a text �le and the answers to
problem 15 (with plots) as a pdf �le before the deadline to lauri.siltala@helsinki.�.

Problem 15 of chapter 7.

Integrate the 4 outer planets and Pluto with your integrator for 107 years, recording your output
at 10000-year intervals. Initial conditions can be obtained from the web page of the course.

a) Produce plots that demonstrate the amplitude of Pluto's eccentricity and inclination oscillations
to be about 0.05 and 2-4 degrees peak-to-peak, respectively.

b) Measure procession rate of Pluto's ascending node 
.

c) Observe that Pluto's argument of pericenter ! does not circulate. What is its approximate
amplitude of libration and period?

d) Do a 100000-year integration, recording the orbital elements of Pluto and Neptune every 100
years. Recall that the mean longitude of an object is de�ned to be � = 
 + ! +M: Form the
combination

�32 = 3�P � 2�N �$P

and plot its time history, showing that this angle does not circulate through 360�, but rather
oscillates. What average value does �32 have? What is the amplitude of its oscillation about this
mean value?
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